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gif missions to capturing or destroying enemy planets. The extensive
single player campaign provides a rich, multi-layered experience,
with missions for all skill levels and player preferences. The actionpacked single player campaign provides a vast and detailed story in
which players can travel with their favorite Wing Commander pilots
through the galaxy. The gameplay is intense and frenetic, with a
futuristic battle simulation and an awesome science fiction story.
With over 30 different ships in their arsenal, players can choose from
the versatile Viper and expandable Saratoga class warships, as well as
fast interceptors, space fighters, multirole fighters, fighters, assault
ships, and a large number of combat and transport vessels. Players
will be able to pilot either a very agile medium fighter, or an
extremely capable large fighter. A large number of planets to explore
and many interactive missions. There are 22 different action missions
(scouting, intercepting, defending, …), along with 10 different
combat mission types (combat scouting, infiltration, escort, pursuit,
counterattack, …). 1750+ ships of different types, including ground,
air, and naval craft Over 60+ missions 46 detailed interactive
scenarios with multiple endings 13 detailed campaign scenarios 12
multi-scenario campaign scenarios More than 40 weapons, ranging
from energy weapons to missiles, torpedoes, photon torpedoes, lasers,
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beamers, missiles, rockets, and torpedoes Over 700 000 ship parts In
addition to standard single player action and combat scenarios, a large
number of tactical and strategic scenarios are also available. These
can be divided in two categories: Strategy-Based Scenarios A large
number of scenarios with a varying degree of difficulty. TacticalBased Scenarios A vast variety of scenarios to provide players with a
choice of numerous tactics to use, depending on their play style. 2D
and 3D Graphics The graphics have been extensively modified. Highresolution textures and new special effects make the graphics superior
to those of Wing Commander 3. It also supports both 2D mode
(640x480) and 3D mode (800x600). Real Time Strategic Game
Engine The RTS Engine is a direct descendant of Wing Commander
4's strategic engine. The gameplay is extremely fast, yet the player
will be able to handle huge battles with large fleets of ships and
hundreds of star systems in a matter of minutes. Challenge mode and
secret
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An update for Wing Commander 2 is ready for testing: Game
Update: Wing . Wing Commander 3 will take a little longer. Update
for Wing Commander 2 ready for testing New screenshots of Wing
Commander 3 have appeared online. Update for Wing Commander 2
ready for testing The official Star Citizen website has published a
large list of changes that will be made to the new version of the game.
Star Citizen developers have announced that the Wing Commander II
update will be available in open beta within the next three days.
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